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Chakravibe, Yoga-inspired Jewelry Site, Launches Newly Designed Online Store 

 

By ChakraVibe Inc. 

Dated: Feb 10, 2009 

 

New website features handcrafted designer jewelry linked to the chakras to help find balance within and 

bring harmony to life. 

 

ChakraVibe  is pleased to announce the launch of its new, redesigned site and online store. The source for yoga-

inspired jewelry with meaning and intention since 2006, ChakraVibe offers an even greater array of designer 

jewelry. 

 

This launch represents a new beginning that goes beyond ChakraVibe’s offering of jewelry for the mind, 

body and soul. In this time of change, ChakraVibe is also a platform to inspire visitors to create positive 

changes within themselves and the world. 

 

“2009 is here and what better time than now to encourage positive changes in our collective 

consciousness,” says Barbara Breuner, a founding partner of ChakraVibe. “At Chakra Vibe, we're inspired to 

redirect our focus and set new intentions. We want to encourage our visitors to do the same.” 

Throughout 2009, ChakraVibe will expand on information around the chakras--the body’s energy 

centers--and how they can bring balance to your life. ChakraVibe.com will feature yoga teachers and their 

personal stories, and collaborate with inspiring individuals dedicated to strong causes. Part of the new site is the 

“What’s your vibe? Blog,” to encourage conversation among those for whom inner peace and beauty reflects their 

outer self. 

 

ChakraVibe jewelry. Jewelry in tune with your life and your chakra vibe. 

 

The perfect blend of age-old wisdom and contemporary style, ChakraVibe jewelry is linked by color to the seven 

chakras--the body´s essential energy centers. Crafted in high quality sterling silver and bejeweled with fine 

Swarovski crystals and semi-precious beads, ChakraVibe necklaces, bracelets and earrings enable you to enhance 

your being and center yourself with positive energy. 

 

The new ChakraVibe site features a larger selection of necklaces, bracelets and earrings, including more 

pieces in the popular OM collection, designed by Teresa Buccione. Yoga plays an important role in 

Teresa’s life, and is the influencing force behind her designs. “Yoga gives me positive energy, keeping me grounded 

and spiritually connected,” Teresa explains. “These are qualities I bring to my designs.” 

Yoga enthusiasts and jewelry lovers alike are invited to visit the new ChakraVibe site to discover jewelry 



for body and soul.  

 

 

 

 


